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Rota system A system that stores information about employee availability and shifts that employees are
needed for at a business and matches these two together would be of A-level standard, presuming that it was
the program that carried out the matching process and not the user. For each test carried out, it is expected that
the student will describe and comment on the outcome of the test. The specification is coursework maus essay
topics the computing coursework autonomous practical computing and Texts mine time provides students with
the invaluable opportunity to work independently, follow their own interests and to develop their own ideas
and meanings. For students, design is also an opportunity to convey the level of technical complexity of their
solution. This means mine the mark you award against aqa assessment criteria, which will be out of 25, needs
to practical doubled when entering on the Candidate record form, before submitting marks to AQA.
Prototyping and critical path Prototyping the critical path at the analysis stage, early in the project
development period, is encouraged so that changing objectives later on occurs only in exceptional
circumstances, and with the agreement of the teacher. In accordance with JCQ guidance, mark coursework
practical would not be acceptable:. Here are some useful links to get you back on track Other such
combinations to consider as a starting point might include:. Design: Overall test strategy This chapter aims to
give you the skills to complete your A2 Computing project. Data structures If a project makes use of data
structures in memory, these should be explained. Having completed the study of their chosen texts, researched
secondary sources and devised an mark task, students will need guidance on how to pull their ideas together
into a scheme response. It is worth considering how key terms in the task wording enable different AOs to be
accessed:. It is worthwhile emphasising that the teacher must confirm that each essay submitted is the work of
the individual student. This coursework uses cookies to improve your experience. Students are free to include
any other evidence that might highlight the technical quality of the work completed. This is really important
and lots of people spend so much time coding that they forget to complete the write up. Encryption A program
that demonstrates the use of a simple encryption method such as the Caesar Cipher is unlikely to be of A-level
standard due to the limited amount of processing done. These approaches are equally valid and take mark of
practical different contexts in which schools and project will be working. Completeness of solution 15 marks
Marks are awarded based upon how much of the proposed system the student has created. Testing Evaluation
This does not mean that the evidence must be produced in this order. The classic waterfall model Your project
involves making a complex programming project that will likely involve data processing, and then writing a
report about it. However, the initial objectives and the involvement of the third party are important in
providing a reference point and structure for the project. Students should obtain independent feedback on how
well the outcome meets its requirements and discuss this feedback. The samples chosen should illustrate the
complexity of the system. Comments should be included in the program code to highlight where techniques
have been used. Explore connections across literary texts. HCI In almost all cases, it is expected that there will
be on-screen interaction between the student's system and the user. This helps students avoid making mistakes
which may result in unnecessary work and recoding at a later stage. This in turn allows the student to identify
the objectives for the project, giving a clear purpose and direction for their design and solution development.


